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Abstract. This paper deals with optimal asymptotic distribution of knots for var-

ious types of spline approximations.

Known results on the optimal distribution of knots, which asymptotically mini-

mizes the Lp[0, 1] error in spline approximation of a sufficiently smooth function,

are extended to the following cases:

(1) An optimal distribution for a simultaneous Lp[0, 1] approximation of a

finite set of functions, or a set which depends on a continuous parameter,

e.g., a bivariate function.

(2) An optimal distribution on each axis for L-,[0, 1] tensor-product spline

approximation. This results extends to L2[0, \]n , n > 2.

A method of knot placement for tensor-product spline approximation is proposed,

based on the theoretical optimal distribution.

1. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to extend the results obtained by

Barrow and Smith [1], and by Pence and Smith [4], about optimal distribution of

knots in univariate spline approximation, to various types of spline approximations

and in particular to approximation by tensor-product splines. First, we briefly survey

the results obtained for the univariate spline approximation in [1], [4], and then

describe their various extensions.

Given a sequence of knots tN := {0 = t0 < tx < ■ ■ ■ < tN_x < tN = 1}, let SkN(tN)

denote the space of polynomial splines of order k (degree less than k) with knots

th . A function t is said to be a distribution if t G C'[0, 1], t(0) = 0, /(l) = 1 ,

and t' > 0 on [0, 1]. Let S^(t) := S^({t(i/N), i = 0,1... N}), then the precise

behavior of the Lp[0, 1] distance of some / e C^[0, 1] from S^(t) as N —► oo is

given by

^Nk\\(I - PkN'p(t))f\\Lp[0J] = CkJJkJf, t)fP, 1 <p<oc, (1.1)

where P^'p{t) denotes the Lp[0, 1] metric projection onto S^(t), Ck is a known
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constant and

h t) = jT11/k\t(x))\p(t'(x))kp+ldx. (1.2)

A function u is said to be a positive density if u e C°[0, 1], u > 0, and /0' u(z)dr =

1 . Redefining (1.2) in terms of a positive density m(t) = i), with the

inverse function of t, we have:

^ »(/.")= [l \/k)(T)\P(u(T)fkPdT. (1.3)

Let D+ denote the class of positive density functions, then the minimum of (1.3)

over the closure of D+ is attained uniquely by the function

u\r) = \f[k\z)\a/ fl\/k)m°dZ, (1.4)
Jo

where

■"wn- <L5>
and as is easily seen

^(/,»"> = ll/X(0,,|- (1'6)

Incase u* D+ , the sequence {Uj} defined by m . = (m*+ e;-)/( 1+^) with e^>0,

lim^^e^ = 0 is a sequence of positive densities satisfying

lim Jk P(f> uj) = Jk P(f> "*)•
J—►OO ' ^ J ' ^

Hence, u* is said to be the optimal density of knots in the asymptotic sense of

N —> oo . For

the equations

N —► oo. For N large, the asymptotically optimal knots (t*)N are determined by

I: u*(x)dx--^i = 0, 1, ... , TV - 1.

These results also hold under weaker hypotheses on / and t (see [4]). Let SkN be

the set of /cth order splines on [0, 1] having at most N- \ interior knots counting

multiplicities, and let {fN} be the best approximants to / from SkN . An important

result is that the knots of {/^j tend uniquely to the optimal distribution as N —> oc.

For the exact convergence sense see Theorem 3 in [1],

Our first extension of these results is to the case of approximation of a finite set

of functions. Let F := C CA [0, 1] be approximated by S^(t), where the

simultaneous approximation error is defined by

/ m \ '/P

■ (i.7)

By deriving an analogous result to (1.1), we obtain in Sec. 2 an optimal distribution of

knots for this approximation. A similar extension to the simultaneous approximation
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of a family of functions depending on a continuous parameter F := {/(•, y) \ 0 <

y < 1}, is carried out in Sec. 3. Let f(x, y) be a sufficiently smooth function

defined on [0, l]2, and denote by U^'p(t)f(■, y) the Lp[0, 1] metric projection of

/(•, y) onto s£(0 for each 0 < y < 1. Defining the approximation error by

EkN'p(t)F=^ (j* \(I-Uk'p(t))f\pdxj dy^j , (1.8)

we obtain an analogous result to (1.1) which yields the optimal density of knots u*.
y *

Similarly, by exchanging the roles of x and y we get the optimal density u for the

approximation by V^'p(s)f(x, ■)—the L [0, 1] metric projection of f{x,-) onto

S^{s), for each 0 < x < 1 .
k 2 k 2

In Sec. 4, we consider the operators U := UN1' , V := VN*' and prove that

UVf = VUf is the L2[0, l]2 projection of / onto (t) ® S1^ (s). By using the

orthogonal projection properties of U, V, UV we get:

max(||(/-t/)/||, ||(/-F)/||) < \\(I-UV)f\\ < (||(7-C/)/||2 + ||(/-V)f\\2)i/2, (1.9)

where all the norms are those of L2[0, l]2. Thus u* and u* are nearly optimal

densities for approximation by tensor-product splines. Based on (1.9), a method for

knot placement is proposed. The knots are placed according to the densities u* and

it*, with Nl, N2 chosen so that ||(7 - U)f\\ ~ ||(7 - V)f\\, as implied by (1.9).

In Sec. 5, we show that u* and u* are optimal densities in the following sense:

For any fixed distribution 5 and N2 knots on the F-axis there is a density of knots

on the X-axis u* N which is optimal for the tensor-product approximation. We

prove that {u* converges to u* as N, —* oo, in a sense to be made precise in

Sec. 5. Thus, u* is optimal as a limit of optimal densities and the same applies
♦ y*to u .

Finally in Sec. 6 we note that our results extend easily to tensor-product splines

in 1".

2. Optimal distribution of knots for approximation of a finite set of functions.

Theorem 2.1. Let F = C Cfc[0, 1], 1 < p < oo, t a distribution, and

EkN'p(t)F the error defined by (1.7). Then

Km NkEkNP{t)F = Um ^||(7 - PkNP(t))g\\Lp[0, „ , (2.1)

where g is any function satisfying

/ m \ '/P

/MDrr) • (2-2>
1+In addition, minimization of (2.1) over D yields

^ ' P (, ,\ C   /" II

ve D+ N->oc
ini Ji™yEKNP{u)F = Ck Jg[k\[0 l]. (2.3)
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Proof. In view of (1.1) and (1.2) the expression lim^^ Npk\\{I-P^'p(t))fi\\pL [0 ^

is additive in ft. This together with (2.2) implies

1=1

which proves (2.1). Result (2.3) is a direct consequence of (1.6). □

Corollary 2.2. The optimal density for the approximation of the set F is the

optimal one for the approximation of g satisfying (2.2). This density is given by

(m \ cIP / ~\ / m \a/P

El/fwfj /I (El/fW] dT. (2.4)

3. Optimal distribution of knots for approximation of a family of functions depending

on a continuous parameter. In the following we use the notation f (■) := /(■, y) for

a function / defined on [0, 1]'.

Theorem 3.1. Let t be a distribution, F = {/(•, y) I 0 < .y < 1}, 1 < /? < oo and

let EkN'p{t)F be defined as in (1.8) for / with the property (dk/dxk)f eC[0, l]2.

Then

lim NkEkNP(t)F = lim Nk\\(I - PkN"(t))g\\L [Q (3.1)
N—kx) N—>oc p 1 ' 1

where g is any function satisfying

p \ Up

dy ) • (3.2)

In addition, minimization of (3.1) over D+ yields:

Proof. By the definition of EkN'p(t)F :

lim NkEk'p(t)F = lim
oo N N — oo

where
Tpk r

J* EN{y)fdy^ , (3.4)

jT \(I-Pk'p(t))f/dx.EMf = N"K \{I - PN (t))fv\ dx. (3.5)

By the hypotheses on /, EN(y)f e C[0, 1] and the integral on the right side of (3.4)

is well defined.

In view of (1.1)

Jim EN(y)f=(Ck /-JkJfy,t). (3.6)

By a Jackson type theorem for splines (see [5], Theorem 6.27)

EN(y)f < C, (*, p) ■ Nkp ■ tkp(\\/yk)(x)\\L [0 l))p , (3.7)
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where ~t - max(.(/(.+1 - tt) and Cx(k,p) is a constant depending on k and p. In

view of the quasi-uniformity condition t' > 0, (eC'[ 0, 1] (see [ 1 ]), 7 = 0(^),and

by the hypotheses on /, the sequence {EN(y)f} is therefore uniformly bounded in

y and in TV, hence by (3.6) and the Lebesgue convergence Theorem we have

nTocJ0 EN(y)fdy = JQ(ck,p)p-Jk,p(fy>t)dy- (3-8)

Substituting Jk p{fy, t) by (1.2), we get an iterated integral with an integrand in
2

C[0, 1] , thus we may change the order of integration to get

Um = Ckp{Jkp(g, t))l/p, (3.9)

with g(k> defined by (3.2). This together with (1.1) and (1.6) completes the proof

of the theorem. □

Corollary 3.2. The optimal density for the approximation of F = {/(•, y) | 0 <

y < 1} is given by

u* (x)
dkf(r,y)

dxk

\ °/p

dy . (3.10)

4. Algebra of orthogonal projections in L2[0, l]2. First we introduce the following

notations: t(x), s(y) are distributions, and {u^x)}"^ , {^■(>')}"i1 are bases of

^',(0, SkN22{s), respe<

following we assume

k k
Sfj (t), SJ (s), respectively, where n{ = kx + - 1 , n2 = k2 + N2 - 1 . In the

feL2[ 0,1]2 (4.1)

and by the Fubini Theorem we have

for almost every 0 < v < 1
(4.2)

f {x) e L2[0, 1] for almost every 0 < y < 1

fx(y) 6 L2[Q, 1] for almost every 0 < x < 1.

2
Hence the functions Uf,Vf are defined on [0, 1] a.e., where U,V are the

operators defined in the Introduction.

Denote the L2[0, l]2 metric projection of / onto S1^ (t) <g> (s) by Qf, then

Q is clearly an orthogonal projection operator. For a detailed description of the

tensor-product splines see [2], [5].

Theorem 4.1. Let /e L2[0, l]2 then

Uf,VfeL2[0, l]2 (4.3)

UV f = VU f — Qf. (4.4)
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Proof. Suppose {uj(x)}"il , {«.(;v)}"2=x are orthonormal bases, then

Qf = /(£, tDufflVjWdZdt]^ ui

uf=i(jo f(Z,y)Ui{i)d£ J Uj(x),

(x)Vj(y), (4.5)

(4.6)
i=i
n2

rl)vji*}) dt] vAy). (4.7)

An integral operator K defined by Kg = /J k(x, y)g(y) dy maps L2[0, 1] into

L2[0, 1] if k e L-,[0, l]2. Thus (4.3) follows from (4.6) and (4.7). Moreover

U(Vf) and V(Uf) are well defined and by integration we get (4.4). □

Theorem 4.2. U and V are orthogonal projection operators with respect to the

norm L2[0, l]2.

Proof. A bounded linear operator P defined on a Hilbert space is an orthogonal

projection if and only if P is self-adjoint and P = P1. These properties of U, V

are easily verified. □

Corollary 4.3.

\\(I-U)f\\2 = \\f\\2-\\Uf\\2,
.2 „ ru2 ,, r, j.,.2ii(/- n/n =11/11-11^/11, (4-8)

W(I-UV)f\\2 = \\f\\2-\\UVf\\2,

wuvfw < \\uf\\ <
\\UVf\\<\\Vf\\<

||(/ - UV)fW2 = ||(7 - V)f\\2 + 11(7 - U)Vf\\2,

||(7 - UV)f\\2 = ||(7 - U)f\\2 + ||(7 - V)Uf\\2.

Theorem 4.4.

max(||(7 - U)f\\, ||(7 - V)f\\) < ||(7 - UV)f\\

<{\\{I -U)f\\2 + \\{I-V)f\\1)X'1.

(4.9)

(4.10)

(4.11)

Proof. The left inequality follows from Corollary 4.3. Since U is an orthogonal

projection we have ||(7 - V)Uf\\2 = ||U(I - V)f\\2 < ||(7 - V)f\\2. This together

with (4.10) yields the right inequality. □

By the Fubini Theorem ||(7 - U)f\\ = Ek^'2(t)F where F = {/(•, y) \ 0 < y < 1},

and ||(7— V)f\\ = Ek^'2(s)F where F = {f{x, •) | 0 < x < 1}. Thus Theorem 4.4
^ 2

indicates that a close to optimal distribution of knots for tensor-product L2[0, 1]

spline approximation is given by the optimal knot distribution for U in the x di-

rection and the optimal knot distribution for V in the y direction. By Corollary
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3.2 these densities are

/ 2 \ CTi/2

&'(*)= = I/,. rjtr^ ^ I ' a\ = ̂ t~t ' (4-12)

«*(y) = Tr^TTT' ^y)=[f T~irf ^x) > ^ = 7~t- (4-13)
/0V2(t)^t \y<> + ^

By (4.11), a method for knot placement based on these distributions should choose

||(7 -U)f\\ = ||(/ -V)f\\,

jV, and N2 so that

namely

I/el . / \ l/CT;

— C
rk, k\ , 2 s^CtAf«wi{y)dy) ■ (4i4>

as is easily verified by Theorem 3.1.

5. Optimal distributions in approximation by tensor-product splines. In this section

we show that the close to optimal distributions of knots for L2[0, 1 ] tensor-product

spline approximation presented in Sec. 4, are in fact optimal in an appropriate sense.

Lemma 5.1. Let f{x,y) with (dk> /dxk')f(x, y) e C[0, l]2 then

dk1 „ ( dk 2

where v . e C[0, 1 ], j = 1, ... , n2.

Proof. By (4.7) we have

dk<

*" *7 =£>,•(>>)«;(*)>9^

where Vj{x) - (dk,/dxk') f0' Vj(y)f(x, y)dy and by the assumption on /, (5.1) fol-

lows. Since vAy) ■ (dk'/dxk')f(x, y) is a continuous function in x , then according

to [3] Theorem 4.16 v -(x) is continuous. □

Theorem 5.2. Let f(x,y) with (dk' /dxk')f{x, y) e C[0, l]2, and let N2 knots

on the y-axis be determined by a fixed distribution 5 . Then the optimal density on

the A'-axis for the approximation by tensor-product splines is given by

i^'wr (5J)
' 4 Jo ir'wrfT

where

(rW^ \2 V/2
(Lr \ I I I n 1 \ \

(5.3)
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k 2
Proof. In view of (4.10) and the fact that V = VN2' is fixed, the optimal dis-

tribution on the X-axis for F = {Vf(-, y) | 0 < y < 1} minimizes ||(I - U)Vf\\.

According to Theorem 3.1, (5.2) is the optimal density if {dk>/dxk,)(Vf) e C[0, l]2.

A close examination of the arguments in the proof of Theorem 3.1 shows that the

theorem holds for Vf with the smoothness properties given by Lemma 5.1, since

{Vjiy^GS^is). □

The next theorem claims that u*(x), u*{y) (see (4.12), (4.13)) are optimal den-

sities in the following sense:

Theorem 5.3. Under the conditions of Theorem 5.2

lim u* N (x) = u*(x), (5.4)
AT. —K-v-) J ' iV2

N2—>oc
lim J u*s NJ,x)dz = J u*{x)dx, (5.5)

for any fixed distribution s .

Proof. Let y/N (x), i//{x) be given by

<vN(x)=\ F:—r/ dy\ ' (5-6)

(5.7)

For any h e Z.,[0, 1] and any distribution t it is clear that

^Jh~PN (^H^IO.l) = °-

Hence the pointwise convergence y/N A'2_+°° ̂ js obvious. By orthogonal projection

arguments we have

0 < VNi{x) < y/(x), 0 < x < 1,

and the continuity of an orthogonal projection operator together with the continuity

of (dk'/dxk,)f yields that y/N eC[0, 1], By invoking the Lebesgue convergence

Theorem we have lim^^ || VV2IIl,[0,*] = IIV\\Lx[o,x] > 0 - x - 1 • Since =

V(*)/Mli[0ii]» "*,v2W = ^W/II^JIljo.i] the Proof is completed. □

A similar result holds when the role of the axes is exchanged.

It is of interest to note that there exists a family of functions with the property

u* N (x) = u*(x) independently of 5 and N2, and a similar property with the roles

of the axes exchanged. This family includes all functions of the form

F(x)-G(y) + T(x,y), (5.8)
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where F e C*'[0, 1], G e Ckl[ 0, 1], and {dk'/dxk'){dkl/dykl)T{x, y) e 0 on

[0, l]2. In particular, T(x, y) can be written as

Y^p^G^ + YlFjWqjiy), rl>0,r2>0, (5.9)
'= 1 7=1

where

Gt 6 Ckl [0, 1], Pi&nk[ 0, 1], /= l...r,,

Fj e Ckl[0, 1], q} 6^[0, 1],; = l...r2.

Here nk[Q, 1] denotes the space of polynomials of order k on [0,1].

6. Extensions to R" . Let f{xx ...xn)G L2[0, 1]" be approximated by the tensor-

product spline space <g)"=l Sj (tl), where t' is a distribution on the x-axis, i =

1... n . By defining U\f analogously to the 2D case, it is clear that (n"=1 U,)f is the

L2[0, 1]" metric projection of / onto ®"=1 S^ (t'), and the algebra of orthogonal

projections presented in Sec. 4 is extended. In particular the following estimate

holds:

max ||(/- Uj)f\\ <

n

<-Y[v,\f
/=!

1/2

< £ik7-wf , (6.i)
w'= 1

where all the norms are those of L2[0, 1]".

The optimal density for the approximation of / by UJ is a direct extension of

that in Sec. 3. This extension follows from the fact that the Lebesgue convergence

Theorem holds on an ^-dimensional cube. The sense of optimality given in Sec. 5

also extends easily.
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